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'What is good for Searcy 
is good for Harding' 
Chance at $500,000 pumps energy into Searcy community 
and rallies community members and students 
CASSIDY WARD 
student writer 
Searcy is one of 10 towns in the running 
for the Small Business Revolqtion, a campaign 
which grants one small town in America 
$500,000 to revitalize their small businesses. 
Sponsored by Dduxe, a company which seeks 
to provide support and resources to small 
businesses, the campaign took applications 
from thousands of towns from throughout 
the United States. If selected as the campaign 
winner, Searcy would also be featured on season 
four of"Small Business Revolution," a series 
on Hulu about Deluxe's revitalization of the 
winning town. 
The "revolution," as city officials have 
coined it, has provided many students with 
the opportunity of connecting with Searcy 
locals and community and business leaders. 
Junior Sidney Avery works at Stu's Brew, 
a Searcy coffee shop, and said she has seen 
positive responses about the revolution from 
her customers, a showing of unity among the 
Searcy community. 
"Knowing my boss personally and knowing 
how he started from nothing and brought up 
this small business . .. and seeing people who 
have done the same, small business is their 
life," Avery said. "To get this opportunity is 
really just amazing and a way to show that 
their hard worknas paid off." - ~ · --
Harding President Bruce McLartywas one 
of hundreds of Searcians, students and state 
leaders who attended a community-wide pep 
rally on Jan. 17 to welcome the "Small Business 
Revolution" production crew for an on-site 
visit. McLarty said because of the revolution 
coming to town, the community and students 
alike have found a unity cause and purpose. 
"There's no downside to this whole 
. competition," McLarty said. "It causes people 
to be at the table together who haven't often 
been at the table together." 
Liz Howell, vice president for alumni and 
parent relations, said Harding has been involved 
with the "dreaming and planning" of what 
could be if the more than 200 participating 
businesses, community members and students 
were able to secure the half-million-dollar 
prize for the city's businesses. 
"What is good for Searcy is good for 
Harding, "Howell said. "We are better together, 
rather than apart. Harding is a big part of the 
community, and Searcy means so much to us." 
Amy Burton, executive director of Main 
Street Searcy, said Harding students will play 
-a cruciat role in the next steps for winning the 
revolution. Even if a student is not originally 
from Searcy, Burton said it is important that 
everyone pitches in.because of the large-scale 
impact the revolution is having and could have 
on the community. 
"Harding students could be a part of the 
legacy that we are leaving," Burton said. "At 
the very least it will strengthen our community 
and the small businesses, which will create 
a vibrant town where there is activity and 
things to do." 
For Searcy to advance to the next round 
of selection, Burton said the town will need 
hundreds of thousands of votes through the 
daily text notification system. Voting will 
run Feb. 12-18. To vote, text "MySearcy" to 
484848. In mid-February, the "Small Business 
Revolution" producers will choose the top 
five, then the winner of the revolution will be 
announced at the end of February. 
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Adams picked· 
to lead HUG 
KALEB TURNER 
editor-in-chief 
International Programs has completed 
their search to name the new director of 
Harding University in Greece (HUG), a 
program which has sent Bisons to experience 
culture and life throughout the Mediterranean 
world since 1994. 
Daniel Adams, chair of the art and design 
department, was chosen after a seven-month 
hiring process that saw 25 applicants for the 
position. Most recently, Adams directed the 
Art and Design International (ADI) trip in 
summer 2018 which took students on a study 
of worship and culture around the globe. 
H e also has served as the faculty at four 
semester-long programs, including HUG 
_in 2004. Now, he and his wife Meagan will 
return full-time to the Harding campus in 
Porto Rafti, Greece. 
"I distinctly remember thinking that it 
would be a cool thing to come back someday 
and be directors - then I promptly forgot 
about it until this fall," Adams said. "Over 
Thanksgiving break, one ·of my daughters 
mentioned the open position for director 
and that rekindled those thoughts from 15 
years ago." ~ 
With an examination of the archeologi~al 
record of Ancient Greece; Egypt, Tur~ey 
and Israel as part of the HUG experience, 
Adams's fine art background fits precisely with 
the study of art and design throughout the 
regions on the HUG itinerary. In addition 
to the academic and historical study of art, 
Adams said he will continue to produce 
art while serving as direttor, calling it an 
opportunity to connect contemporary and 
ancient art and culture in class. 
SEE HUG DIRECTOR, PAGE 2A 
Photo by EMILY GRIFAN 
Daniel Adams, chair of art and design, 
is finishing his last semester in Searcy 
before heading to Greece In May 
2019 to serve as director of Harding 
University in Greece. Adams was a 
visiting HUG faculty member in 2004. 
State wage increase ups wages for 1,000 student workers 
JESSIE SMITH 
news editor 
.· As ofJan.1,2019, the Arkansas minimum 
wage'increased from S8.50 to $9.25 due to 
the approved minimum wage act during the 
2018 midterm election, and Harding students 
have experienced the difference both on and 
off campus. 
The increase in the minimum wage will 
affect about 1,000 Harding student workers, 
. according to Lynette Brooker, director ofbudget 
and payroll. Brooker said the sub-minimum 
wage will adjust from $7.23 to S7.86 and the 
minimum wage from S8.50 to S9 .25, and the 
university plans to pay for the increase out of 
the operating budget. 
"It should not affect the number of jobs 
on campus," Brooker said. 
Aramark employs 135 students on campus, 
and according to Senior Food Service Director 
Lou Christopher, the payroll of all Aramark 
t 
student workers increased to S 9 .25 per hour. 
"While the raise increase does create more 
of a financial burden due to increasing pay 
rates for both student employees and non-
student employees, we still need the same 
number of employees on staff to get the job 
done," Christopher said. 
Gracie Olderman has been the marketing 
intern for Aramark since March 2017, and 
said she works 20 hours per week. 
"Ifl'm a working person, I want a living 
wage," Olderman said. "If I'm an employer, 
I'm opposed to [the government] telling me 
how much I have to pay my workers. With 
four percent unemployment, employers have 
to pay more per hour, so their employees clon't 
move on to greener pastures." 
Craig Russell, director of Public Safety, 
said the increase in the Arkansas minimum 
wage has also affected his department. 
"I suspect every department at Harding 
is working hard to control expenses given 
recent decreases in enrollment," Russell said. 
"I have been very fortunate that my direct 
supe.rvisor, Dr. David Collins, has been very 
supportive of our department and has told 
me to do what we need to continue keeping 
campus safe." 
Public Safety has not laid off any students or 
members of the staff, according to Russell, and 
he said they manage the number of hours that . 
students work in order to maintain efficiency. 
Along with Aramark and Public Safety, 
the library is another popular place of work 
for students. Senior Makyra Williamson said 
she works seven hours a week for the library 
because she has another job as well. 
"Though I'm concerned about the long-term 
ramifications of the increase, I'll be happy to 
get another [approximately] $5 a week without 
working more hours, especially since not all 
campus jobs pay the state minimum wage," 
Williamson said. 
SEE MINIMUM WAGE, PAGE 2A 
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Searcy church finds time capsule 
Discovery reveals newspapers, hymnal from 1947 
Photo courtesy of INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS 
Daniel and Meagan Adams enjoy time on the water In the 
Florida Everglades last summer. The chair of the art and de-
sign department was chosen as the new Harding University 
In Greece (HUG) program director. · 
HUG DIRECTOR, from 1A 
"As a visual artist who has been 
teaching humanities from a visual 
arts perspective, I hope to deepen 
the experience of seeing ancient 
art and architecture and help to 
illuminate why those physical forms 
help us to understand the culture 
and humanity of the people of the 
Mediterranean area," Adams said. 
Junior art major Morgan May, 
who traveled around the globe with 
Adams on the ADI trip, said she is 
impressed by his care for students, 
expertise in the classroom and 
applied knowledge on the road. 
"When we visited Greece on 
the ADI trip, I could totally see 
him fitting in there," May said. "I 
could not think of anyone else who 
would be a better HUG director." 
Jeffrey Hopp.er, dean of 
international programs, said a 
number of qualities are considered 
when choosing a new director for a 
study abroad program, qualities like 
mature judgment, administrative 
skill, travel experience and an 
understanding of Harding's mission. 
"Professor Adams has all of the 
qualities and components,"Hopper 
said. "In addition, he came to us 
with a vision for the program that 
was the strongest of any." 
Hopper called Greece "a treasure 
trove for the study of art" and said 
he looks forward to working with 
Adams to understand and craft 
new ways in which students at 
HUG will be able to capitalize 
on the study of art in the region. 
Adams said studying abroad 
gives students a chance to be away 
from their own culture for a chance 
at a new way of understanding 
and experiencing avenues of life 
around the world. 
"Instilling a sensitivity to the 
lives of others who are children 
of God help s to break down 
unnecessary barriers we raise when 
we have not taken the opportunity 
to travel," Adams said. 
The Adamses will arrive at 
HUG in May 2019 to receive the 
summer HUG group. Former HUG 
directors Jerry and Dianne M yhan 
are serving as interim direct.ors, 
and Silas Heffley, assistant to' the 
HUG director, will remain at the 
Greece campus to aid during the 
transition. Adams said Warren 
Casey, dean of the College of Arts 
and Humanities, has begun the 
search to name his replacement 
as chair of the art and design 
department. 
MACY MCCLUNG 
student writer 
With the destruction of the 
education building at the Searcy 
First United Methodist Church 
came the unearthing of a time 
capsule which has been buried 
since the building was constructed 
71 years ago. 
In 194 7, the members of the First 
United Methodist Church began 
construction on a new education 
build ing, and underneath the 
cornerstone, they buried a time 
capsule filled with photographs 
and documents from their time. 
"The capsule was retrieved recently 
by construction workers who are 
now tearing down the building," 
Kim Houser, who works in the 
offices at First United Methodist 
Church, said. "The capsule is [a] 
s tainless steel box, and it was 
completely sealed [and] had to 
be cut open." 
Inside were photos of the 
building being constructed and 
of the groundbreaking ceremony 
in 194 7, several issues of The 
Daily Citizen newspaper from 
the 1940s, Methodist discipline 
books from 1939 and 1945, a 
complete membership list from 
1947 and the personal hymnal 
of Rev. C. N . Guice with song 
numbers marked inside the cover. 
These elements serve as perfectly 
preserved reminders of the church 
71 years ago. 
"Seeing the Items In 
the time capsule Is 
a reminder that each 
generation of Christians 
meets the needs and 
demands of their own 
generation." 
- David Orr, 
reverend at the Searcy 
First United Methodist 
Church 
David Orr, reverend at the 
First United Methodist Church, 
said Guice was the church's pastor 
for six years. 
Photo by LOREN WILLIAMS 
On Jan. 23, Rev. C. N. Guice's personal hymnal, Methodist 
discipline books and several newspapers are just a few of 
the items from the time capsule discovered at the Searcy 
First United Methodist Church. The time capsule was buried 
beneath the cornerstone of the education building in 1947, 
and 71 years later, the church found the time capsule in the 
wake of the building's destruction. 
"His placing his personal hymnal 
in the time capsule is a testament 
of his personal commitment and 
investment of time, faith, leadership 
and hope in the higher purposes of 
the congregation he shepherded," 
Orr said. 
Orr said there is a continuity of 
worship styles between then and 
now, but he noticed that newspaper 
articles from the past were more 
likely to be stories about the church 
than newspaper articles today. He 
also said the books of discipline were 
a reminder that every generation 
must navigate through agreements 
and disagreements and find a way 
to serve God. 
"Seeing the items in the time 
capsule is a reminder that each 
generation of Christians meets 
the needs and demands of their 
own generation," Orr said. 
Harding will have a similar 
experience in a few years when 
the time capsule that was buried 
by the Olen Hendrix building in 
1979 will be due for recovery. 
"With the move to university 
status Aug. 27, 1979, we can feel 
a great spirit and attitude on the 
campus," Chancellor Emeritus 
Clifton Ganus Jr. said in a 1979 
bulletin. "A 'University Day' time 
capsule with appropriate memorabilia 
of the school was buried near the 
Olen Hendrix Building. It is to 
be opened in the year 2024, when 
Harding will celebrate its 100th 
birthday as a four-year institution." 
However, "appropriate 
memorabilia" may not be the 
only thing retrieved from the time 
capsule in 2024. 
"I had just gotten back from 
spring break in Florida the semester 
Dr. Ganus buried the time capsule," 
David W oodroof, a student from 
1979, said. "When the capsule was 
being passed around, I snuck in 
some photos of myself in a straw 
hat picking oranges." 
Along with other memories from 
Harding in 1979, these photos of 
Woodroof will serve as a reminder 
that the spirit of our campus life 
has not changed much in the last 
45 years. 
Graduate Hall renovations finished for spring 
HANNAH READ 
student writer 
Over a year since renovations 
began on men's residence hall 
Graduate Hall,renovations roncluded 
in time for the spring semester of 
school to start. 
Because there are two wings of 
the building, the project was split 
into two parts. The west wing was 
gutted and renovated first in the 
summer of 2018, while the east 
wing received new paint, carpets 
and a few other touch-ups. 
For the second part of the 
renovation, the east wing was torn 
up, as well as two center staircases 
in the building, and remodeled into 
more efficiently designed rooms. 
In place of the two extra staircases 
that Graduate Hall previously held, 
three, three-person rooms were 
added to the floor plan . Other 
additions to the dorm include an 
exterior door to the trash room 
and lounges on each Boor. 
April Frazier, Graduate Hall 
residence life coordinator, said the 
renovation allowed for things on 
her wish list for the dorm to be 
· checked off. 
MINIMUM WAGE, from 1 A 
"The best thing of all was the 
community space for the residents 
that we added,"Frazier said. "Other 
parts of campus are really nice, and 
I've always felt that we needed to 
spend money to make the residence 
halls nice, too, because they actually 
live here." 
Junior Colin Smith, a new 
resident to Graduate Hall this 
semester, commented on how 
much he appreciated some of the 
new upgrades to the dorm. He said 
his favorite parts were the furniture 
in the rooms and hardwood floors 
because they are a dark bluish-black. 
"I'm coming from Allen where 
you can't move the beds," Smith 
said. "All the furniture moves in 
Grad which is pretty nice . ... We 
haven't moved anything but we can 
move it, and that's what matters." 
The budget for the whole 
renovation of Graduate Hall was 
roughly Sl.5 million, according 
to Director of Physical Resources 
Danny DeRamus. For this renovation, 
DeRamus said he worked with close 
to 50 employees as well as many 
subcontractors in order to finish 
the project in a timely manner. 
"We try to stay on a rotation 
to do the dorms and keep them 
fresh as best we can," DeRamus 
said. "We did Cone last year and 
Grad this year." 
Although the Graduate Hall 
renovation is completely finished, 
there are still plans to redo the 
parking lot attached to the dorm 
when there is better weather. 
Future renovation plans from 
the physical resources department, 
if approved, will include an indoor 
football facility, civil engineering 
labs in the Ulrey Performing Arts 
Center and a renovation of the 
student center. 
Many students also work off campus 
at places like Mr. Postman Expresso, 
Scarcy's combined coffee shop and post 
office. Owner Allison Dennison said she 
has hired Harding students for the p_?st 
eight to nine years, and eight students 
currently work for her. 
"Hopefully our business will just continue 
to increase," Dennison said. "W e might 
have to increase prices on some things 
just as everything else rises, but I'm not 
too worried about it." 
Hey, do you get your hulth Insurance plan through 
Arkansas Works? 
"I know they're worth it, and they 
deserve it," Dennison said. "With a small 
business it's just kind of challenging." 
"Hopefully .our business will 
Just continue to Increase. 
We might have to increase 
prices on some things Just as 
everything else rises, but I'm 
not too worried about it." 
- Alllson Dennison, 
owner of Mr. Postman Espresso 
Dennison said she pays most of h er 
employees minimum wage, but she said she 
can make up the difference in other areas. 
As per the minimum wage act, the 
minimum wage will further increase to 
SlO in 2020 and Sll in 2021. 
On Jan. 16, Sen. Bob Ballinger introduced 
a bill in the Arkansas legislature that 
would amend the minimum wage act 
to exempt some employers from the pay 
increase. The exceptions would include 
businesses that employ fewer than 50 
people and institutions of higher education, 
including Harding. 
A week later, Ballinger submitted 
,an amendment to his bill on Jan. 23, 
which included an emergency claµs e 
that stated the General Assembly had 
determined any delay in putting the bill 
into effect would disrupt the business 
market. Ballinger's proposed act will 
pass if Gov. Asa Hutchinson approves it, 
if Hutchinson does not approve or veto 
the bill in time, or if Hutchinson's veto 
is overridden. 
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Jacob Chesney 
Is this the best a man can get? Can we do better than sexual harassment and 
bullying? Gillette's new commercial "The 
Best Men Can Be," says, "We can do better." 
Toxic masculinity is discussed at length in 
many circles today, but there are still some 
misconceptions about it. 
• Masculinity is not inherently toxic. In fact, 
masculinity is what has driven many men to 
do amazing acts of service and justice. Many 
men go into services like the police force or 
firefighting because they have a deep-seated 
desire to fight for those who are unable to 
fight for themselves or rescue those who are 
unable to save themselves. This is healthy 
masculinity in one ofits finest forms. Healthy 
· masculinity creates men who are secure enough 
in themselves to be able to stand up against 
injustice like sexual harassment and bullying 
despite the amount of backlash that might 
come frQm those that choose not to fight 
against those issues. 
Gillette shows this side of masculinity in 
their commercial. While some have reacted 
negatively to the new ad, its purpose is not 
to accuse every man of sexual harassment, 
toxic masculinity and bullying. The guiding 
principle of this commercial, which is shown 
on screen at the very end, is this, "It's only 
by challenging ourselves to do more that we 
The healthy side of 
tnasculinity 
can get. closer to our best." I ts aim is not to 
reprimand, but to encourage men to aim for 
perfection because this life is not only about 
our own individual journeys but the effect we 
have on those we encounter on our journey. 
Gillette shows this towards the end of the 
film using the young boys who observe their 
fathers. One of the most important effects we 
have is on the younger generations, because 
whether we like it or not, they are watching us 
to learn how to act. It's best we leave a good 
example for them to follow. 
One hot-button issue this commercial 
brings up is sexual harassment. A big part of 
our job as men in this arena is the way we treat 
women. The apostle Paul gives us a beautiful 
guide to the way men are to treat women in 
Ephesians 5:25-33. He is specifically referring 
to husbands and their wives, but the principles 
can be applied more broadly. To paraphrase, 
Paul tells men that we ought to show love and 
respect to women in a way that makes them 
more holy, to be willing to give up our lives for 
them anq to love them like we love ourselves. 
Notice he does not suggest we look 
at them and think, "That's a nice 
set of body parts that I'd like to 
take advantage 0£" 
Women are more than 
just their looks and the way 
behavior and it is often understood to be 
the product of men who feel this behavior 
lies within the parameter of "being a man." 
The words bullying, sexual harassment and 
toxic masculinity are listed immediately at 
the beginning of the Gillette ad, followed by 
the phrase, "Is this the best a man can get?" 
their body is presented. They are not to be 
the victims of locker-room talk where men 
discuss the things they'd like to do to them or 
their favorite part of their appearance. This is 
why in the commercial, the man at the pool 
party stops his friend when he says to a girl, 
"Smile sweetie," and the man on the street 
stops his friend when he tries to go after 
the attractive girl walking by. Both of these 
scenes are testaments to the fact that women 
are more than just body parts. 
As a former resident assistant in two men's 
dorms, a member of men's social club Beta 
Omega Chi and a leader of a men's Bible study, 
I love this short film. I t perfectly portrays 
the challenges and shortcomings of today's 
masculinity while encouraging us to thirst for 
justice. May we all soften our hearts enough 
to be challenged and convicted by this message 
which demands greater love and respect for 
ourselves and others. 
JACOB CHESNEY is a guest writer 
for The Bison. He can be contacted 
at jchesney@harding.edu. 
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Illustration by JOHN DAVID STEWART 
steadfast leaders and to p~otect and support 
their brothers and sisters. And men who 
find their strength and their guidance in 
faith know this power God gives them 
comes with a responsibility to not misuse 
their influence or lead other men to treat 
others as less-than. 
Shifting 
Focus 
Embrace the' 
awkward 
!stood frozen at the front of the class~~ mouth open in utter shock. Staring baclt, 
at me were 24 pairs of merciless e~, o 
no assistance as I remained rooted to 
with nowhere to run and nowhere to hid~,It, 
was the first Tuesday of the semester, and things· 
were obviously not going well. 
Let's rewind a few moments. Three friends 
and I walked into the Mclnteer building with 
all the confidence in the world as we made our 
way toward Bible class. We were cutting it a 
little close on time, but by no means were we 
running late. & juniors, we had simply gotten 
over that innate need to arrive 10 minutes early 
to every class on the first day. 
We climbed onto the second floor of the 
Mclnteer, thankful that our class wasn't up 
that dreaded third flight. The hallways were 
quickly emptying, but we strode toward room 
226, unconcerned. I reached the door first, 
threw it open and waltzed inside with no 
cares whatsoever. Within two steps, I knew 
something had gone terribly wrong. 
With the door at the front corner of our 
small classroom, we were all standing right 
beside our professor, who was standing in front 
of the silent room of students, already in full 
lecture. My face grew warm and I muttered an 
apology as I turned to drop into the nearest 
seat- there were none. Twenty-four chairs 
sat 100 percent occupied as my friends and I 
stood stranded at the front of the classroom 
that seemed to be closing in on us. 
Our professor asked doubtfully if we were 
in the right room, and we quickly assured him 
we were. He did a quick headcount, declared 
he would be right back and promptly left the 
room. We stood uncomfortably in front of our 
peers who stared back, notebooks open and 
pens poised to continue their diligent ~k. I 
glanced at my phone to verify the time ..:_ it 
was 11 :28 a.m. For some reason, I thought the 
best way to defuse the silent tension in the room 
was to decHre, "It's 11:28. We are NOT late!" 
It didn't.work that well. 
__ _______
 The ad continues through a narrative listing Being masculine in the U.S. is often 
seen as a stumbling block rather than 
an achievement. A call for awareness of 
misconduct has been degenerated by some 
into an attack on gender roles for both 
sides. Many men feel that they're walking 
a razor's edge, afraid that their very nature 
may betray them. But the nature of man 
isn't evil and oppressive, and those who 
are should not be seen as men. We need 
true men in leadership, in service and in 
families - men who can rise to their roles 
and set a standard of action that reflects the 
kindness and the strength of our creator. 
Within minutes, our professor returned 
and informed us all that we would be moving 
next door to a bigger classroom. The excessively 
early students slowly began packing up their 
things and gathering their coats as my friends 
and I (who,I repeat, were not late) dashed out 
of the room. We watched sheepishly as our 
peers filed in to the next room, all because four 
procrastinating students had waited until the 
last minute to arrive. Blissfully, class finally got 
rolling five minutes later. The razor's 
edge of 
tnasculinity 
"B e watchful, stand firm in the faith, 
act like men, be strong. Let all 
that you do be done in love." 1 Corinthians 
16:13-14 
What does it mean to act like men? 
How. are men defined in our minds, in 
our faith and in our culture? A recent ad 
by Gillette called, "We Believe: The Best a 
Man Can Be" has added to the nationwide 
discussion of the reputation and role of men 
in our society. "Toxic masculinity" is a term 
often used to describe unacceptable male 
issues and asserting that these behaviors 
have gone unchecked because of jokes and 
excuses, including the old saying, "boys 
will be boys." I applaud Gillette for their 
message in this ad of believing in the best 
of men and for calling men to say ap.d do 
the right things. But I am disappointed in 
the tone of the ad, especially considering 
the condemnation of men that we often 
hear in the media. I would have loved to 
have seen the ad include the same positive 
messages without feeding the current social 
attitude that these negative behaviors stem 
from a surplus of masculinity rather than 
unstable and underdeveloped masculinity. 
I believe God intended to make men 
with a desire to be strong and independent. 
I hate to think that young men growing 
up today may feel self-conscious about 
wanting to be a protector and a provider 
because some people interpret those desires 
as self- serving. Masculinity is not a trait 
to be controlled or stifled in order to avoid 
unacceptable behaviors. Godly men should 
take pride in their ability to be strong and 
" ... Be strong, and show yourself a 
man, and keep the charge of the Lord your 
God, walking in his ways and keeping his 
statutes, his commandments, his rules, and 
his testimonies . . . that you may prosper 
in all that you do and wherever you tu rn." 
1 Kings 2:2-3 
MACY MCCLUNG is a student writer 
for The Bison. She can be contacted 
at mm.cclung@harding.edu. 
It's a common misconception that as we 
spend more time at college, we stop having 
humiliating first week of school moments. 
During the first week of your first year, it's 
totally understandable to walk into the wrong 
classroom or get completely turned around as 
you search for your next class. But by your sixth 
semester as a college student, surely you're past 
all those awkward blunders, right? 
In a perfect world, maybe that would be 
the case. But we don't live in a perfect world, 
and I am far from a perfect person. Awkward 
moments are something we never outgrow, and 
personally, I'm thankful for that. After all, we 
all need a humility check every once in a while. 
So whether you're a freshman or a super seni01; 
embrace the awkward. It's pretty inevitable. You 
can wallow in embarrassment from a faux pas, 
or you can laugh and learn from it (and maybe 
even turn it into an opinion article). 
EMILY NICKS is the opinions editor 
for The Bison. She may be contacted 
at enicks@harding.edu. 
Twitter: emilyk_nicks 
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AnOde 
to Nancy 
:: Sticky fingers 
/',· I t's been exactly 808 days-well over two 
t ·. years - since the majority of Arkansas 
voters in the November 2016 statewide election 
' 'voted in favor of a ballot initiative which would 
l~galize the use of medicinal marijuana in 
~ -Voters gave the thumbs up for natural 
~ in t\ie Natural State but M? years later 
~are still waiting for a chance at healing. 
' The thumbs up from voters came as part 
of a ballot initiative to amend the Arkansas 
Constitution, which would allow the use of 
medical cannabis in our state. Issue 6, the 
Medi~ Marijuana Amendment, was approved 
,by 53.1 percent of Arkansas voters. Before 
!. they could even think about getting a majority 
· vote on the issue, proponents oflssue 6 had to 
acquire petition signatures from 10 percent of 
Arkansans across at least 15 counties who voted 
in the last gubernatorial race.Twice, concerned 
1Arkansans complied with the law to make 
new forms of healing available to their family, 
friends and neighbors. But now they've been 
met with meddling lawmakers. 
Currently, 808 days after the 2016 vote, 
the will of the citizens has yet to be carried 
out. Arkansans suffering from an array of 
illnesses are waiting for lawmakers and policy 
implementers to stop dragging their feet on the 
issue. Our friends, family, neighbors, colleagues 
and peers are being denied access to treatment 
opportunities. 
Let me first say, however, that I get it. I really 
do. Change takes time. Policy making and 
implementation are incremental in nature. It's a 
slow process, and Rome wasn't built in one day. 
ln the name of deadline extensions and changes 
in leadership, the implementation process for 
medical marijuana treatment in Arkansas has 
been delayed. But it's not incremental change 
that I'm worried about. What I'm worried 
about are Arkansas's elected officials meddling 
in what Arkansans decided should and would 
be law - 808 days ago . 
. , But wait, there's more. 
· Last week, Sen. Bob Ballinger, a senator from 
Q~trict 5 in the Arkansas Senate, introduced a 
bjllwhich would allow state officials to meddle, 
once again, in what Arkansas voters decided 
would be law two months ago. 
In the last statewide election, Arkansans 
passed another ballot issue. This time, voters 
gave the thumbs up for a statewide wage hike. 
68.5 percent of voters gave the directive for 
lawmakers and business owners to assume the 
responsibility of increasing the state's minimum 
wage over the course of the next three years. In 
the new wage directive, the state's minimum 
wage was to be raised to Sll an hour by 2021. 
At the start of the new year, the wage increased 
from 18.50 to 19.25 an hour as part of the 
implementation process. 
Now, Ballinger's bill, if passed by the House 
and the Senate and signed by the governor, 
would exempt different groups from the 
wage increase; this includes employees under 
118, employees at businesses with fewer than 
50 employees, employees at nonprofits· and 
~mployees at both public and private schools, 
colleges and universities. In fact, it wouldn't just 
'exempt them. It would subject these workers 
.:_ including you, my fellow student workers 
~ b¥k to a S7.25 hourly wage. Sorry about 
'the study abroad trip you're saving up for. Our 
· lawmakers just like to meddle. 
• Like I said earlier, this isn't an argument 
"and discussion about the incremental nature 
• qf policy making. I get it. Things take time. 
But does it really take 808 days? Did you know 
· Oklahomans approved similar medical 
Marijuana provisions on June 26, 2018, and 
t operations in their state are already underway? 
Did you know that the wage retreat would be 
:.~o the pitiful federal wage ofS7.25? 
, . 1his frankly isn't even an issue ofwhether or 
not you feel one way or another about medical 
•marijuana or minimum wage. It's an issue of 
state lawmakers meddling in what Arkansas 
voters #ded should be law. If you feel the same 
~y I-do, let someone know. S-en. Ballinger's 
email address is ballingerb@senate.ar.gov, and 
the M edical Marijuana Commission can be 
contacted at 501-682- 1105. 
KALEB TURNER is the editor-in-chief 
for The Bison. He may be contacted 
at kturner3@harding.edu. 
Twitter: kalebaturner 
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Upcoming Everits 
Feb. 1 
First open dorm 
6-10p.m. 
Bison Days devotional 
7 p.m. 
Feb. 4 
SA Chapel & 
Party in the Stu 
9 & 10p.m. 
Feb. 7 
ASI Lecture: 
Christine Darden 
7:30 p.m. 
r 
JAN$ 
'.The State 
oftheSA 
Hallie Hite 
Spark joy 
I started the year off the way most of you did: watching Marie Kondo tell me 
how to live my life. If you haven't watched 
her show, she is a Japanese organizational 
expert who helps people declutter their 
homes and lives by throwing·out things 
that don't bring them joy. I am a believer. 
I went through my closet and dresser with 
a voracious energy, tossing ~side the stuff 
that had been restraining my joy. 
As I get further along in college, it's 
easy to do this same thing with the people · 
I'm around. If they don't bring joy, *hoop!* 
they're not written into the schedule. This 
is a hard thing to admit at a school that is 
Illustration by JOHN DAVID STEWART 
so community-oriented, but I think that 
it is so easy to slip into. As the Student 
Association has contemplated the "Be 
Present" theme, we have emphasized how 
community and presence includes everyone 
- _even the people who we don't like, or 
who aren't in our social club or even the 
people who are in the super long line at 
Panda Express. 
Here's what I love about Harding: 
we're all looking in the same direction 
and standing together as we do it. How 
wonderful. A week ago, we all looked to 
a red moon at 12:15 in the morning.Just 
yesterday, we held Post it and Pray and 
lifted up prayers for everyone who asked. 
This week, I'm committed to continuing 
this prayer for the people I don't know, don't 
see or even don't like. I'm committed to 
looking up or around at things of beauty 
and sharing those with the people I'm 
around. I hope you'll join me as we try to 
· Be Present and manufacture joy for all of 
the people around us. 
HALLIE HITE is a guest writer for The 
Bison. She can be contacted at 
sa@harding.edu. 
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What's Your Opinion? 
Contact Emily Nicks at enicks@harding.edu to voice your thoughts and opinions. 
On Nov. 30, the world learned that former U.S. President George H . 
W Bush had died at the grand old age of 
94. When the news broke that evening and 
throughout the next few days, I was where 
English teachers always are at that time of 
year: in the white-hot grading frenzy around 
final exams. So, I couldn't watch the wall-
to-wall news coverage. 
Fortunately, my mother recorded both 
funeral services and several days' worth 
of national reflections. I spent part of the 
Christmas holiday glued to the DVR. While 
many might struggle to think of a worse 
way to spend their vacation, for me, 'this 
was personal. Yes, I'm a sucker for the sweep 
and pageantry of historic events. But Bush 
was also the first president I ever voted for. 
I turned 18 in 1990, so the next election 
for chief executive was in 1992. I was a 
sophomore in college, and when the president 
came through Georgia on an old-fashioned 
whistle-stop campaign, I drove an hour 
to stand at the edge of a huge crowd and 
hear him speak from the train for about 10 
minutes. Incidentally, when his son spoke at 
Harding 18 years later, I again was far away 
at the back of the Benson Auditorium. So, I 
have been 500 feet from presidents exactly 
twice in my life. 
Eulogists recited the well-known arc of 
the elder Bush's story: the youngest Navy 
fighter pilot in World War II, shot down 
during a bombing mission. A Yale baseball 
player. An entrepreneur who made the risky 
move from his comfortable East Coast 
home to Odessa, Texas to seek his fortune. 
The nation remembered the failed Senate 
run, and his successive job promotions: U.S. 
Congress, chair of the Republican N ational 
Committee, ambassador to China, director 
Just the Clax 
Hail to the Chief 
of the CIA, and Vice President of the United 
States. Few who have reached the country's 
highest office have been so qualified. . 
But even more than the job titles, the 
accomplishments ofhis term as president were 
consequential: signing the Americans with 
Disabilities Act, assembling a huge coalition 
to defeat Saddam Hussein's aggression in 
Kuwait, witnessing the fall of the Berlin 
Wall and masterfully handling the end of 
the Cold War. D espite living for eight years 
in the shadow of Ronald Reagan - his 
larger-than-life predecessor-Bush saw his 
popularity soar at the end of the Iraq War. It 
took a bad economy and two opponents -
Ross Perot and Bill Clinton - to defeat him. 
As the countty's longest-lived ex-president 
so far, Bush spent his years out of the White 
House with remarkable class ;md humanity. 
He largely refrained from political back-seat-
driving and even teamed with his former 
rival for a charitable tour that fostered an 
enduring bond. Bush and Clinton could get 
lost in conversation, and there's a story that 
once during his son's presidency, the three 
men were planning to meet for lunch when 
another of these friendly chats started. The 
famously punctual George W sent a note, 
"Tell 41 and 42 that 43 is hungry." 
The Senior Bush was deeply religious 
and regretted not being more open about 
his faith in office. But he was not shy about 
being a proud father, a doting grandfather and 
being head-over-heals in love with Barbara 
for 73 years. When the former first lady 
died in Dallas last spring, few expected her 
husband to outlive her for long. A cartoon 
printed in the newspaper showed the two 
of them reunited in a kiss in front of the 
pearly gates. The caption said, "Read my 
lips." A delightful way to turn around his 
most ridiculed catch-phrase. 
Glowing tributes flowed from those who 
knew him. Biographer John Meacham called 
him "a 20th-century founding father. "Former 
Wyoming Sen. Alan Simpson praised his 
modesty when he said that "those who travel 
the high road ofhumility in Washington are 
not bothered by heavy traffic." His minister 
recalled the former commander-in-chief 
once handing his own overcoat to a shivering 
church usher. One of his former rivals for 
president - the frail, 95-year-old Bob 
Dole - insisted on rising with difficulty 
from his wheelchair to salute the casket of 
a fellow veteran. 
By his own admission, Bush was an 
awkward public speaker. And according to 
the Oak Ridge Boys - who performed at 
his funeral - his singing was lousy. The press 
only seemed to like him after he had been 
out of office for decades, but they also joined 
in the tributes. Even the former "Newsweek" 
writer who penned the infamous "Fighting 
the Wimp Factor" cover story in 1987 wrote 
an op-ed last month to apologize. Better 
late than never. 
It is now fashionable to lionize George 
H. W. Bush as among the last of a rare 
breed of public servant. Some of us liked 
him before it was cool. 
MICHAEL CLAXTON is a guest 
writer for The Bison. He can be 
contacted at mclaxto1@harding.edu. 
At the Bison, it is our goal to serve the Harding University stude~t body with integrity, truth and open ears. However, we believe that meeting that goal is a two-way street between our staff and the public it 
serves. We pledge to keep our eyes.and ears open to what our community has to say and hope that, in return, that community will be an interactive audience, sharing its stories with us. We also pledge to 
do the basics: Report accurate and relevant information, check our facts, and share them in a professional, timely manner. If you have any story ideas, questions, comments or concerns for the Bison staff, 
"please email Kaleb Turner, the editor-in-chief, at kturner3@har.ding.edu. "The Bison (USPS 577-660) is published weekly (except vacations, exams and summer sessions), 20 issues per year, by Harding 
University. Periodicals postage paid at Searcy, Arkansas 72143. POSTMASTER: Send address changes to The Bison, Harding Uniyersity 11192, SEARCY, AR 72149-0001." BYLINE POLICY: The Bison 
provides an opportunity for class writers to contribute work under the byline "guest writers." Due to this arrangement, staff writers may rewrite a portion of the guest writers' stories as they deem necessary, 
while still identifying the work as the guest writers' own. 
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Delusional 
Optimism 
Officially a 
Probletn:· 
As Grant Zuerlein's 57-yard field goal 
floated through the air Sunday evening, a 
collective groan arose from the thousands of 
New Orleans Saints fans in the Superdome 
and watching on TV. Disappointment, 
sadness and heartbreak filled their hearts; 
only to be replaced with a stronger emotion: 
rage. 
Eighteen years ago, in the 2000 NFC Wild 
Card Game, the Saints found themselves 
in a similar situation. Leading the Rams, 
who were still in St. Louis at the time, by 
three points with less than two minutes 
in the game, the Saints lined up to punt. 
Everyone knew what was about to 
happen. "The greatest show on turf" was 
about to march down the field and break 
the h earts of Saints fans yet again. 
As-the ball fl.uttered through the air, Saints 
fans felt the disappointment welling up 
within. Then something amazing happened. 
· "Hakim drops the ball!" Saints radio 
announcer Jim Henderson exclaimed as 
Rams returner Az-Zahir H akim muffed 
the kick, which was recovered by the Saints. 
That play led to the first playoff win in 
franchise history and a temporary respite 
from the agony, of. Saints fandom. • 
On Sunday, the agony returned. 
The Rams, now 1from Los Angeles, 
paraded into the Superdome looking to 
finish their long quest for revenge. 
The game would be qecided on _the field, 
or so everyone thought. 
With less than two minutes to play in 
a tie game, the Saints found themselves 
facing a third down and 10 from inside 
the reel zone. -
Qyarterback Drew Brees dropped back 
to t hrow and lofted a pass to receiver 
Tommy Lee Lewis, who had slipped away 
from the defense on a wheel route. It was 
a sure thing. A first down would all but 
clinch the game. 
But instead of cheers, boos and jeering 
erupted from the crowd. Nickell Robey-
Coleman, a Rams cornerback, lowered his 
helmet and hit Lewis before the ball arrived. 
Everyone in the Superdome kne~ it was 
pass interference: the fans, the coaches, 
even Robey- Coleman himself. The only 
people who disagreed were the pinstriped 
football police. No yellow handkerchiefs 
came flying. 
The Saints went on to lose the game 
on Zuerlein's kick in overtime. You could 
almost hear the retired voice of Henderson 
echoing, "The referees dropped the call!" 
For too long we have allowed refereeing 
error to become the norm in sports. 
Whenaquarrerbackthrowsalateinterception, 
we blame him for not executing his pass. 
When a basketball player misses the game-
winning shot, we say they are not clutch. 
When an official misses an important 
call - a championship-deciding call -
we must call it for what it is: a problem. 
But, it is a problem with a reasonable 
solution. 
If the NFL can call Saints Head Coach 
Sean Payton immediately after t~e game 
and, according to Payton, admit t~ey blew 
the call, surely the same league cari buzz 
down to the officials and make a correction 
to an obvious mist~ke. 
The Canadian Football League has 
been using replay on pass interference 
calls since 2014. 
There are obviously concerns with pace 
of play. But, why should we be unwilling 
to sacrifice time to ensure accuracy when 
we waste it so quickly on commercials to 
sell catheters? 
The NFL needs to keep its officials._ 
more accountable, either by making them 
available to the media after games, or by 
following the NBA'.s lead and releasing a 
report judging the calls made in the final 
two minutes close games. 
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(Left) Senior Tony Becton returns an interception in a game against Southern Arkansas University on Sept. 9, 2017. 
(Right) Becton warms up as part of the Har.ding Men's Basketball team on Jan. 17. Becton joined the team at the 
end of football season. 
Senior defensive back Tony Becton brings energy to Bison hoops 
EMMA VAUGHN 
student writer 
Senior Tony Becton played a key role in 
the Harding football's success in recent years, 
but after finishing his senior season on the 
field, Becton decided to take his talents to 
the court. 
Men's Head Basketball Coach JeffMorgan 
said this is the first time in Harding sports 
history that a player has transitioned from 
football to basketball. 
"It's very very difficult to do at this level," 
Morgan said. "But we already knew Tony 
and wanted to give him the opportunity to 
be a part of the team." 
Becton participated in basketball, football 
and track in high school. His senior year, he 
realized he had the best chance of getting 
a scholarship for football and decided to 
pursue it instead, but still kept his love for 
basketball. 
"I decided to try out for the team just 
to see what would happen," Becton said. "I 
honestly didn't think I would make it." 
Offensive Coordinator Chris Hill credits 
Beeton's athleticism as the reason he was able 
to make the men's squad. Becton has shown 
his dynamic abilities on both defense and 
special teams during his time playing for 
the Bison football team. Becton recorded 
39 tackles on the defensive end and had 15 
punt returns for over 85 yards. 
"He's fast, quick and explosive," Hill said. 
"Good things are going to happen when 
Tony Becton gets the ball." 
D espite his overall athleticism, Becton 
says the transition has been a difficult one, 
considering he has not played competitive 
basketball in over six years. 
"Football shape and basketball shape are 
two different animals,"Becton said. "Getting 
in shape and finding my rhythm was definitely 
the hardest part." 
After fighting through an ankle injury 
and getting some more practices under his 
belt, Becton said he is learning the system 
and plays, and everything is coming together 
for him now. 
While Beeton's athletic ~bilities have 
impressed his coaches, both Morgan and Hill 
sang higher praises of his role as a teammate. 
"We asked the guys beforehand what 
they thought,"Morgan said. "They said, 'it's 
a no-brainer coach. He is great." 
Morgan said the other players love him 
and Becton has done a great job investing 
in his new teammates. He added Beeton's 
energy at practice and locker room presence 
have brought a new, positive energy to the 
entire team. 
Becton is not expected to play significant 
minutes for the Bisons this season, but his 
coaches hope his athleticism and locker room 
presence will help lead the Bisons to more 
wins this season. 
Bray nanted top center in NCAA Division II 
Harding lineman wins Rimington Award after stellar senior season 
JACK ALLEN 
sport$ editor 
As he drove down the roads to his 
grandmother's house during winter break, 
former Harding center Bryce Bray answered 
a call he never thought he would get. 
"I picked up th e phone and [Head 
Coach Paul Simmons] said, 'You won the 
Rimington .. . You are the best center in 
Division II football,"' Bray said. "I'm like, 
'you gotta be kidding me, coach. That is 
incredible.'" 
Every year, the Boomer Esiason Foundation 
recognizes the top center of each division 
of collegiate football by presenting them 
with the Rimington Award at a ceremony 
in Lincoln, Nebraska. Bray is the 17th 
player to win the award and the first from 
the Great American Conference (GAC). 
Bray started 50 games for the Bisons 
over four years. This season, he was named 
first team All-American by the American 
Football Coaches Association (AFCA) and 
received All-Region honors by the DII 
Conference Commissioners A ssociation 
(D2CCA) for the third consecutive year. 
Despite his numerous accolades, Bray 
consistently points to his teammates as 
the key to his success. 
"I would not have been able to win any 
of these awards if our offensive line was 
not that stinking dominant," Bray said. 
Photo courtesy of BRYCE BRAY 
Head Coach Paul Simmons, senior center Bryce Bray and Offensive Une 
Coach Kevin Chism pose in front of the Rimington Trophy in Lincoln, 
Nebraska on Jan. 12. The trophy is presented to the top center in each major 
division of college football. 
was quickly thrust into the starting lineup 
due to a lack of depth. 
Week. Off the field, Bray continued to be 
a leader. · 
If the NFL is not careful, officials may 
make a huge mistake that could directly 
cost a team and thousands of fans the • 
chance at a Super Bowl. 
JACK ALLEN is the head sports 
editor for the Bison. He may be 
contacted at jallen1o@harding.edu. 
When he first arrived on campus, Bray 
was an undersized lineman. After briefly 
committing to Arkansas Tech University, 
· he eventually came to Harding where he 
"I had no idea that this would happen," 
Bray said. "I was really just scared to death." 
On the field, Bray has been dominant. 
He became the first player in GAC history 
to ever be named Offensive Player of the 
"He was an accountable brother and 
teammate," junior offensive lineman Mills 
Bryant said. "His example elevated the 
team to a new standard." 
SEE BRAY, PAGE 2B 
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Photo by EMILY GRIFFIN 
Sophomore forward Kennedy Cooper goes up for a layup 
over two Arkansas Tech University defenders on Thursday, 
Jan. 17. The Lady Blsons lost 68-67 in overtime. 
Hoopin' over holidays 
BRAY, from 1 B 
Bryant said Bray's work ethic 
and detail-oriented film study 
helped him overcome some of his 
size limitations. Bray said he would 
spend over th ree hours every day 
studying film so he could stay a 
step ahead of his opponents. 
"You cannot take any plays off 
or you'll get embarrassed because 
you're undersized," Bray said. 
Bray was accompanied by 
his coaches to the ceremony in 
Nebraska, where he was able to 
ineet Dave Rimington, the former 
Nebraska center.who is the award's 
namesake. 
"To me, it was a fitting end to 
his career,"Harding Offensive Line 
Coach Kevin Chism said. "He's 
been rock solid and something we 
can rely on every game." 
Bray's Christmas break was 
highlighted by another award as 
well: graduation. 
"It's going to be weird going 
into the spring and [Bray J not 
being there," Chism said. "He's 
been such a constant for me over 
the last four years." 
Bray now serves as a graduate 
assistant for the Bison football 
team as he completes his Masters 
of Arts in Excellence ofTeaching. 
EMORY ROCKWELL 
student writer 
For most students, Christmas 
break consisted of catching up 
on sleep and spending time with 
family. However, the men and 
women's basketball teams' break 
looked a little different as the season 
continued. Their break started with 
a win against Ouachita Baptist 
University on the road. The final 
score for the women was 66-45, 
and the final score for the men 
sophomores and juniors, they are 
still improving and working hard 
everyday. 
"We have a bunch of good 
people on our team," Kirby said. "I 
wouldn't trade them for anything. 
They are just a bunch of good girls 
that are trying to do things the 
right way and work hard for us." 
Photo by RYANN HEIM 
Senior pitcher Amanda Berry takes ~e circle during a team practice on Thursday, Jan. 17. 
Harding softball will start their season in a tournament in Clearwater, Florida on Friday, Feb. 8. 
Harding softball ranked ;n the · 
top three in preseason rankings 
was 86-84. 
The NCAA mandates a week 
of break for all players, but after 
retu rning back to campus on 
D ec. 26, hard work resumed. For 
the next two weeks, the women 
played five games, four of which 
were conference games. Despite 
spending most of break away 
from home, sophomore forward 
Kellie Lampo was able to look at 
the bright side of practicing over 
Christmas. 
"I think [one of the] advantages 
for us is that we get to stay in shape," 
Lampo said. "We don't get to take 
a full month away and then have 
to come back and have nothing 
. .. We have to keep playing. It's 
our season." 
Head Coach llffi Kirby has been 
coaching the women's basketball 
team for 13 years. Kirby said that 
Christmas break allowed the team 
to have "true practices" without 
as many distractions. H e believes 
even though the t eam is young 
and consists of only freshmen, 
The men's team, however, 
struggled following its victory in 
Arkadelphia. They have lost six 
AARON ALEXANDER 
asst. sports editor 
consecutive conference games The Lady Bison softball team is 
since returning from their break, currently sitting in at No. 3 in the 
including three at home. preseason Great American Conference 
Despite the team's recent skid, (GAC) rankings. Harding finished 
junior forward Adam Horn said the season last year in 6th place, 
he believes this year has bonded following a 1-0 loss to Southern 
the team together. ~ Ar~sas University (SAU) in the 
. "Through my experience at 2018 GAC tournament. The team 
Harding, we've won some and lost --ended -the 2018 campaign 32-26 
some," Horn said. "But what has and 22-22 in conference play. 
been consistent is the teammates. The Lady Bisons lost only one 
This year, I've really liked the seniorfi-omlastyear'ssquad,infidder 
teammates ... it makes it easier to Madi Trump. H ead Softball Coach 
lose when you get to spend time Phil Berry said he is excited about 
with people you enjoy. That is my incorporatingthenewteammembers 
favorite part." with the returning players. 
The men's team is currently 5-11 "Every season is kind ofits own 
(3- 7) as of press time, while the season," Berry said. "This team is 
women sit at 11-5 (6-4). Both team's much different from last year's team. 
· next play in Weatherford, Oklahoma They have their own identity and 
against Southwestern Oklahoma personality." 
State University (SWOSU). The The Lady Bisons return all of 
SWOSU Lady Bulldogs enter the their starting pitchers from last 
game in first place in the Great season,includingsophomoreEmma 
American Conference, while the Dwyer. In her freshman season, 
SWOSU men's team enters the Dwyer went 11-11, recording five 
game in last. Opening tip for the saves and keeping a 3 .31 ERA 
women's game will be at 11 a.m. in 36 appearances, 15 of them 
with the men's game to follow. starts. In her 110 innings, Dwyer 
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recorded 65 strikeouts while only 
surrendering 33 free passes. She 
is looking forward to developing 
her role on the team with the new · 
pitchers on staff. 
"I'm excited to have a bigger 
pitching st~ff," Dwyer said. "Last 
year, we only had three of us, and 
it's going to be fun to have a bunch 
of diffe.rent people with different 
qualities coming together as a.staff." 
l "I'm really excited about this team. I think that we 
I have a lot of young talent. 
l And I think that our work l ethic and dedication 
will really get us far this 
year." 
- Peyton Mills, 
I senior outfielder 
· Harding also returns the three- • 
time All-GAC selection, outfielder 
Peyton Mills, for her senior season. 
Mills is a career .373 hitter with 27 
home runs, 145 RBI and 74 stolen 
bases in 180 games. Mills says the 
preseason ranking is just a number, 
but she thinks it is motivation for 
the team to strive for and/ or surpass 
once the season starts. 
Mills is one of only two se.niors 
listed on Harding's roster, but said 
she is looking forward to her senior 
year with this young group. 
"I'm really excited about this 
team," Mills said. "I think that we 
have a lot of young talent. And 
I think that our work ethic and 
dedication will really get us far 
.this year.". - ~ 
Harding will open their season 
on the road after getting an invite 
to the National Fastpitch Coaches 
Association Division II Leadoff 
Classic in Clearwater, Florida. Berry 
said it is important to get his young 
roster exposed to good talent early, 
saying it will help prepare them for 
the <;onference season. The Lady 
Bisons start the conference season 
on Feb. 22 at home against SAU, 
who opens the season ranked No. 
2 in the central region. 
"I think playing in the tournament 
in Florida is going to give us a good 
opportunity to see some really good 
players and pitchers," Dwyer said. 
"It will set us up to come out strong 
against SAU the first weekend in 
conference play." 
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student writer 
For two Harding juniors, a friendship which began in the Pryor;-~ 
England Science Ceoter flourished into a love formed abroad. F'.rom:· ~ 
Greece to Israel to Italy, Shen Catteau and Maggie Meyer have.· ~ 
seen a lot of the world together. But over winter break, the couple'~ 
trip to Nepal culminated with a "legendary" marriage proposal. 
Catteau and Meyer first met in the spring of 2016. The 'tWO 
are both currently pursuing careers in the medical field, and their 
similar class schedules created opportunity for a friendship to grow.· 
They sat next to each other in Introduction to Cell Biology and 
spent time together studying for Fundamentals of Mathematics 
for Nurses. • •' 
"We sat next to each other, and I can remember thinking, 'I 
think me and this guy could be goods friends," Meyer said. i' ' 
Little did she know, they would become more than good friends 
as time went on. The two kept in touch that following summer and 
their relationship developed even further during their semester 
abroad. ~ 
In the fall of 2017, the pair studied abroad with the first-ever •. 
Harding University in Florence and Greece program. Catteau and 
Meyer, along with 38 other students, spent five weeks studying in 
Greece, one week in Israel and five weeks iri Italy. 
"Traveling abroad strengthened our relationship because 
we both could talk to each other about our feelings and shared 
experiences," Catteau said. 
The couple agreed that being together every day solidified a 
strong friendship tnat they are both grateful for. 
After returning to Searcy that spring, the two officially started 
dating. 
"Getting to know Maggie abroad, I knew she was competitive 
and sporty. So for our first date in Searcy, we played paintball. I 
know not every girl would want a date paintballing, but I knew 
lbe would like it,"<;!;atteau said . 
. ~'WO yi:ars friendship and about nine months of dating, 
the cou~ got ed over Christmas break in Nepal. Catt+au~ ter currently lives and works in Nepal. Their 
family pl.,med to ake a trip to encourage her in her mission 
work~-•r family vacation, and Meyer was invited to 
J!>inm tti~ 
Photo courtesy of MAGGIE MEYER 
told me the schedule of what we were doing 
pal, I realized it'd be really cool to propose 
ay of climbing in Nepal, the family stopped 
, ill. Catteau gave Meyer a letter and then got 
osed. The Himalayan mountains surrounded 
Juniors Shen Catteau and Maggie Meyer became engaged on Jan. 2 on the peak of Poon Hill in Nepal. Catteau 
and Meyer have experienced many different co_untries throughout their relationship, from Greece to Italy to Nepal. 
Old-scho0I ·friends 
High school classmates and coworkers 
enroll as college students together 
ABIGAEL LANGDON 
student writer 
Two Harding staff members and longtime friends are facing their fears by taking on a 
· new challenge together - enrolling as college srvdents. 
Mike Cook and Kevin Ray grew up together in Searcy. They met in high school, Cook a 
sophomore and Ray a junior. After 22 years ofliving apart, they found themselves together 
at school again working full-time on the Harding physical resources staff. 
Full-time workers at Harding, like Cook and Ray, have the opportunity to attend school 
for free with a tuition waiver. Although it seemed like a daunting decision to make, both 
Ray and Cook decided they wanted to enroll as students together more than two decades · 
after their friendship flo.urished in high school. 
"I started working here and realized the unique opportunity and decided I needed to 
take advantage ofit," Ray said. "It has taken me two and half years to do it, but I just need 
to take the plunge and just do it." 
Ray said it helped to have someone with whom to go through the process, especially an 
old friend. Enduring life's experiences has compelled both of them to give back knowledge 
through teaching. 
Cook is majoring in exercise science in pursuit of becoming a coach. He said he wants 
to give kids a confidence that took him a long time to realize in himsel£ He wants to use 
coaching as an avenue for proclaiming his truth that weakness becomes strength. 
Ray is a general studies major and wants to be an elementary school teacher. He works 
with the children's ministry at his church and said many of the kids do not have a father 
figure or any good parental model in their lives. Ray said he hopes to use his life :ts an 
influence and to teach kids how to treat others. 
"I had good mentors," Ray said. "That's who I want to be." 
In a history class, Ray said he is experiencing new ways of teaching and witnessing 
Photo by LOREN WILLIAMS 
Kevin Ray and Mike Cook, physical resources staff members, stand together 
in the First Ladies Garden on Jan. 17. Ray and Cook became friends in high 
school and encouraged one another to enroll as students. 
first-hand how learning has evolved through technology. 
Cook is taking sociology this semester. He said he loved it until the professor introduced 
Canvas, the learning management system used at Harding. He is a self-proclaimed old-
schooler and carries around a notebook and pen wherever he goes to write down the things 
he needs to remember. 
"That's going to be my hardest thing I think, getting acclimated to the technology of 
everything now," Cook said. 
Cook added that it has always been one of his fears to put himself in a situation that 
sets him up for potential failure, so starting college scared him to death. 
"That is just Satan trying to keep me from being better," Cook said. 
He said he constantly looks back at his life and sees how God has allowed his failures 
to help him relate to the people around him time and time again - how his weaknesses 
have become his strengths. For Cook, failure is nothing to be afraid of, and now he and 
his high school classmate are living that out. 
"I'm ecstatic," Cook said. "It's a new chapter." 
. 
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-
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student writer 
from the nx,vie in the opening 
number. According to Frye, 
the closing for the first act 
"The Greatest Show" will be "You Will Be Found" 
will serve as the 2019 fi:om the Broadway musical 
theme for Harding's staple 
"Dear Evan Hansen. "Frye 
spring student production. also added that this number 
Dr. Steven Frye, Spring will involve the Chamber 
Sing director and theatre Singers and other vocalists 
department chair, said the along with the ensemble for 
show's opening and closing 
"a big, beautiful number." 
numbers will mirror the Frye also said the 
movie's, opening with "The development of the theme 
Greatest Show and ending will display life as a college 
with "Come Alive." student, the Christian walk 
Sophomore hostess Julie and a showcase of who 
Goddard said that the 16 students really are as some 
ensemble members will play of the true "greatest shows" 
some of the iconic characters of the world. 
PANTONE Living Coral 
16-1546 UNIVERS t:: 
I;iving Coral: 
More Than a Reef 
Pantone announces 
i 2019 Color of the Year 
ASHLYN QUESINBERRY 
student writer 
· ; Some people wait all year 
for it. Some people have no 
idea what it is. Some people 
couldn't care less. Like it or 
not, the Pantone Color of the 
Year is here, and remains a 
staple of the world's artistic 
community. 
Accordingtothe~ 
Press, this year's color, Living 
Coral, was chosen to encourage 
lighthearted activity and to 
increase authenticity and 
ihtimacy. This peachy orange 
pick was also chosen for its 
ability to connect, a symbol 
for humans' natural desire for 
optimism. 
"When given the 
opportunity to 
Incorporate the 
Pantone Color of 
- the Year In your 
design, It's Just a 
good Idea. It's a 
bulldlng block." 
- Tara Finley, 
Senior graphic 
design major 
"Usually the Color of the 
Year appears first in fashion 
items," Lauren Lee, senior 
fashion merchandising major, 
said. "It has some effect on my 
style since big retailers use it." 
For 20 years, the Pantone 
Institute has chosen a color of 
the year. Influence on product 
development and purchasing 
decisions in multiple industries, 
including fashion, home 
furnishings and industrial 
. design, as well as product, 
packaging and graphic design, 
has been a natural consequence 
of the yearly staple color for 
two decades. The selection 
process requires thoughtful 
consideration and the analysis 
of trends in which Pantone's 
color experts explore the world 
in search of color influences. 
Tara Finley, a senior graphic 
design major said she is less 
impressed with the Pantone 
Color of the Year than other 
years but still fuids inspiration 
fi:om the color in her designs. 
"I think that it sets the 
tone for the year," Finley said 
"Pantone comes out with 
these colors as a prediction 
for the way design trends are 
going to go. It's also a basis 
for what consumers are going 
to be looking for in designs. 
When given the opportunity 
to incorporate' the Pantone 
Color of the year in your 
design, it's just a good idea. 
It's a building block." 
One of the most notable 
Pantone Colors of the Year 
was in 2016 when two colors 
were chosen. The shades of 
Rose Qyartz and Serenity 
were a softer pick for the color 
of the year. Chosen in some 
of the earlier stages of the 
gender equality and fluidity 
movements, this was a stance 
on not being typecast and 
opening audiences' eyes to 
the different ways that color 
can be used.The Rose Quartz 
color was used to communicate 
compassion and equilibrium 
while Serenity conveyed the 
feeling of fresh air the sky 
gives us creating the feeling 
of composure in the valleys 
of our lives. 
The Pantone Color of the 
Year encapsulates the year in 
preview, showing us all the 
inspiration for the year ahead 
whether we asked for it or not. 
"Those are the shows "Cause when your show 
worth seeing,"Frye said. title is 'The Greatest Show,' 
Cindee Stockstill, it needs to be fantabulous" 
producer for Spring Sing Stockstill said, "And the 
and theatre, said she went look has to be over-the-top." 
to New York City last The hosts and hostesses 
November with Dottie will be singing "I Can't 
Frye, Spring Sing director Stand Still" from the 
and assistant professor musical "Footloose," "I'm 
of theatre, Steven Frye, the Greatest Star" from 
and Spring Sing costume the musical "Funny Girl" 
designer McKay Murray "Gravity"by Sara Bareilles 
to find specialty fabrics and and "Goodbye" from the 
pre-made costumes for the musical "Catch Me IfYou 
show. Stockstill said the Can." 
show's costumes will don "My song is going to 
lots of sparkle from sequin be "I'm the Greatest Star" 
jackets to sequin evening which is making fun of 
gowns. the whole diva-ness of it 
,. 4 •j~ I 
if• ,f, 
all, taking humor in being 
over-the-top and being club directors have been 
dramatic,"Goddard said:,, . . _wor,king on their shows 
Club shows ~re also 'since last April. Ceurter 
beginning to take shape wi.th ' said their show is aiming to 
the begmning of rehearsals engage the audience with 
this month. The club shows' difficult choreography and 
individual ther;n'es vary from eye-catching formations all 
"balmatians" to "Hospitals~ centered around their theme 
to "Salad," 11ccording to of"Ants,"while Bridges said 
Stockstill. Senior Shelbi that she is excited about her 
Bridges.one of three directors show's theme of"Weather," 
for women's club Delta which will involve a unique 
Gamma Rho and men's storyline and many puns. 
club Omega Phi's show, "The Greatest Show" 
and Madison Ceurter, one tickets will go on sale 
of six directors for women's Feb. 18 at 10 a.m. and 
clubs Ju Go Ju, Ko Jo Kai can be purchased at www. 
and men's club Sub T-16's hardingtickets.com 
Graphic by DARRIAN BAGLEY 
Bison-centric reality show 
coming to YouTube 
CAROLINE LEA 
student writer 
A new reality show with a special connection 
to the Bison community will be making debut 
on You Tube this month. "The Totem Pole," 
created by senior Wesley Bryant, features 
exclusively Harding students and alumni. 
. The show begins streaming today and a new 
episode will air every Friday. 
"The Totem Pole," inspired by shows 
like "Big Brother" and "Survivor," features 
13 of Harding's own as they compete in 
various challenges for safety and participate 
in a ranking ceremony until one player has 
reached the top of the symbolic totem pole 
and is declared winner. 
"Our show is completely original," Bryant 
said, "It is a new game, never-been-seen-
before. Your strategies and game plans will 
change very quickly. You have to be able to 
think on your feet." 
Despite the cast consisting of only students 
from Harding, most of the contestants did 
not know each other. Bryant strategically 
selected the cast to ensure drama would still 
unfold as the players battled it out in front 
of the camera. 
"It's going to be interesting for the 
Harding community to watch their own 
friends battle it out on the show," junior 
cast member Mason Myrick said. "People 
that wouldn't normally run into each other 
in day-to-day life." 
Bryant said that the concept of "The 
Totem Pole" originated as a game that he 
created on a snow day. The inspiration for the 
game derived from Bryant's desire to prevent 
students from spending Friday nights alone 
in their dorm rooms. 
"I knew that this was a game that we all 
could play together," Bryant said . 
"The Totem Pole" has been played on 
campus approximately 20 times since its 
beginning. After the game reached popularity 
among• students, Bryant decided that his 
competition would make a unique concept 
for a reality series. Sophomore Garcelle 
Hodge played "The Totem Pole" on campus 
before being on the show. 
"I had played the game before, but I was 
nervous to play on the show, "Hodge said. "The 
cameras scared rpe, but when we watched it 
back the production quality was amazing." 
With a cast and crew full of Harding 
students, Bryant's intention was to bring 
people closer together. Not only did he 
want to bring people together on the show, 
he hopes to inspire others in the Harding 
community to gather together as well, 
especially strangers, whether that be through 
watching "The Totem Pole" together or even 
playing the original game on campus. 
There will be an official watch party for 
the premiere of"The Totem Pole" tonight 
at 7:30 p.m. in the Reynolds Recital Hall. 
Photo and graphic courtesy of WESLEY BRYANT 
"The Totem Pole" is •a reality show created by senior Wesley Bryant. The 
show was shot in November and will air today on YouTube. 
